Maximising coverage of brain structures using controlled reflux, convection-enhanced delivery and the recessed step catheter.
The design and use of convection-enhanced delivery catheters remains an active field as clinical trials have highlighted suboptimal distribution as a contributory factor to the failure of those studies. Recent studies indicate limitations and challenges in achieving target coverage using conventional point source delivery. The recessed step catheter(RSC), developed by this group, does not function as a point source delivery device, but instead uses 'controlled reflux' of the infusate to a flow inhibiting recess feature. Here we investigate a range of clinically useful step lengths in agarose gel and investigate proof-of-principle in vivo(n = 5). Infusion morphology was characterised in terms of length, width and distribution volume over a range of flow rates. For a fixed infusion volume, increases in catheter step length strongly correlated with increases in the length and volume of distribution (r>0.90, p < 0.001) whilst there were small reductions in the width of distribution (r<-0.62, p < 0.001). Step lengths below 6 mm produced spherical distributions while steps above 12 mm produced elongated distributions. Increasing peak flow rates resulted in significant reductions in distribution volume at each step length, and an increased risk of reflux beyond the step. Modifications to the infusion morphology using changes in step length were confirmed in vivo. The combination of the recessed step and the ability to adjust the step length with this catheter design make it highly suitable for tailoring the distribution volume of the infusate to meet specific morphological target volumes in the brain.